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A Little
Like Lincoln
By Philip A. Naff (philnaff@comcast.net)
~

The 16th U.S. President’s links to
Harrison County have been
documented in past issues of the
Harrison Heritage News. Dr. George
R.C. Todd, brother of Mary Todd
Lincoln, took a Harrison County
bride, and their daughter grew up in
Cynthiana and was well-known as
the city’s first female U.S.
Postmistress. President Lincoln
was known to have reviewed
reports of Confederate General
J.H. Morgan’s raids on the county
seat and Lincoln read of Union
attempts to capture the general and
to defend Northern Kentucky,
including Harrison County.
Is there more that remains to be
discovered about Lincoln’s
connections to Harrison County?
Maybe the proper question is, how
much did the people of Harrison
have in common with the life story
of Abraham Lincoln? It is a
question with several answers, and
there are stories yet to tell.
The Chickens Knew—Lincoln
biographer Carl Sandburg wrote
that “moving was natural to
[Lincoln’s] blood; he came from a
long line of movers; he could tell
about the family that had moved so
often that their chickens knew the
signs of another moving; and the
chickens would walk up to the

mover, stretch flat on the ground,
and put up their feet to be tied for
the next wagon trip.” We do not
know if the chickens were from
Harrison County, and cannot
confirm their existence, but many
of Lincoln’s human contemporaries
from Harrison were on the move
and followed a roughly parallel path
to that of young Abraham Lincoln.
As Lincoln’s family moved to
Indiana in 1815, so did a small
group of settlers from near
Cynthiana. These pioneers
moseyed over to Posey County in
southwest Indiana and made new
lives for themselves. There the
small group came to be known as
“the Forty-Four.” They may have
been a little homesick for they gave
the name of “Cynthiana to their
new Hoosier home. Their story has
been documented in the local
histories of Indiana and more will
be told of them in an upcoming
issue of the Harrison Heritage News.
Prairie Bound—In 1830, a
“footloose” Abraham Lincoln, just
days past his 21st birthday, left his
Indiana home in Spencer County
and followed his father, stepmother, and their extended family
to Illinois, eventually settling in
Springfield. In that same year a
group of settlers, maybe not so
“footloose” as Lincoln in that many
were married with children, left
Harrison County behind and settled
in the Prairie State. No special
number was given to them by the
history books, but dozens of
Harrison County natives can be
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identified using U.S. Census
records alone, a rare happenstance,
indeed, and all due to an apparent
misunderstanding on the part of
two census takers in Edgar County,
Illinois. These settlers’ stories can
be pieced together using resources
that are mostly online at
Ancestry.com or Google.com, or
even in a library near you. To learn
of their lives, one needn’t travel as
far as they did to live them. Just
turn to page four.
At War in Washington—A
Harrison County native of
Lincoln’s generation, just three
years his senior, also followed a
political path to success and rose
high in the ranks of the early
Republican Party in Illinois. He
like Lincoln, served in the Black
Hawk War of 1832, and later
became a friend of Lincoln and his
wife in Illinois. He has been
described as one of Lincoln’s last
personal friends to serve in
Congress during the Civil War.
Who was this man and what was
his story? Look for it in a future
issue of the Harrison Heritage News.
While news reports of poultry
raised in Harrison County have had
their fantastic aspects, such as the
1919 story about Mrs. Ross’ fullyformed four-legged chicken (Just
think what Colonel Sanders could
have done with that), none have
ever been seen such as those that
Lincoln saw. But many from
Harrison saw what Lincoln did and
their stories will be told in this issue
and those to come.
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February has brought more cold weather and snow and
something else that I cannot remember from earlier this
winter. A few warm days! But at least it is one more winter month out of the way. I do not know about the rest of
you, but I am looking forward to more of the warm days.
Program Notes
We have been talking about the Handy House for so
long that it just seems to be part of our normal discussions.
One thing that is not normal is a recent donation. We
received $9,000 from Verizon Wireless (dba Celco Partnership). I have been working with representatives from the
Kentucky Heritage Council/State Historic Preservation
Ofﬁce, Celco Partnership and Verizon Wireless for nearly a
year to draft an agreement that assures everyone the money
will be spent wisely and as intended. The check has now
arrived and been deposited in the Historical Society’s account.
Since the weather is starting to improve and now that
we have a little money, some people are expecting immediate action. Well it just does not work that way. The
donation, much like a grant, comes with stipulations as
mentioned earlier. Without boring you with a lot of details,
let me just say that the money must be spent on some speciﬁc stabilization issues. That is not a problem since the
ﬁrst thing that should be done is to stabilize the structure
Above - David Hurst as “Grandpa Jones” performed for to prevent further deterioration. Also much like we have
the Feb. 17 joint library/historical society meeting at the done for so long, we must continue to think farther into the
library.
Photo, Sharon Fowler. future. The ﬁrst thing to do with the money is attempt to
grow it. Our secretary Marilynn Bell is already looking
Ruddle’s and Martin’s Stations Histoical Assoc.
(RAMSHA) is planning the annual meeting, “Gathering for a grant that we can use this money to match. Hopefully
we can at least double the amount before we even think
2011,” for June 25. Volunteers will continue clean up of
about spending it. This does not mean we will sit idly by
the Christian Spears Cemetery in April.
To become a member send $15 individual/$20 family to: hoping for something to happen. We will start doing some
work on the grounds a little later in the spring probably
Ruddle’s & Martin Stations, 618 Buckeye Hills Rd.,
using our own personal money as we have been doing for
Falmouth, Ky. 41040. For more information contact
years. We have not given the house as much attention as
Don Lee, President, at the above address or e-mail:
we would have liked since the city erected a fence around
hdlee9936@aol.com.
it about a year-and-a-half ago. The fence, though it kept us
from cutting the grass, vines and weeds from growing right
Harrison County History Calendar
up to and up the side of the house, it did not keep vandals
away. The result is that we will again have to clean up the
March 17 - Historical Society - Randall Boyers
area immediately surrounding the house and deal with the
March 19 - History Day at Northern Ky University - lec- damage caused by the vandals.
tures, workshops, and publications for sale by museums
If you think these things are depressing you are correct,
and historical societies in Northern Ky., including Harbut not nearly as depressing as the years of struggle that for
rison County. E-mail editor for more information.
so long seemed to be going nowhere. What I hope you and
April 21 - Northside Elementary 5th Grade Class
the rest of the community understand is that if we could
June 25 - Ruddles and Martin’s Station Historical Assoc. endure that for six-and-a-half years just to ﬁnally get an
“Gathering 2011” site to be announced.
agreement that we can do something, we will endure these
things and continue onward.
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Cynthiana-Harrison County Museum

Martha Barnes, President

www.cynthiana-harrisoncountymuseum.org.

Preserving and Interpreting Local History is Important
Whether or not one is a sports fan, it is difﬁcult to overlook
basketball at this time of year. Our local high school teams
- both boys and girls - are challenged to prepare for end
of season games and tournament times. As well, most of
us are watching our favorite college teams. Local UK fans
are reminded of the success of native son, Joe B. Hall. Our
museum displays a tribute to him.
Just last week, museum visitors came hoping to ﬁnd
information about the Oddville girls team who won a state
championship. We were able to share that information including a scrapbook full of clippings. Our museum exhibits recognize all types of sports - the ones with which we all
are most familiar but also the Olympics and cricket.
As I think about people, I wonder if they know why Joe
B. Hall Court is so named. After school groups visit, the
museum volunteers, while they wait for the bus on a given
day to bring the second or third group of students, consider
the students. The young people show great interest and
demonstrate good behavior. We realize there is so much for

them to learn and so much for us to preserve and share.
When the young visitors come (usually 4th or 5th
graders), they are very interested in the military sections
and impressed with the docents especially those who are
veterans, some World War II. They can see their uniforms
and equipment, hear or read their stories.
Great numbers of veterans have served in foreign
countries. Some of our locals had hardly traveled out of the
county before going abroad to ﬁght. While watching KET
programs (How wonderful they are!) about European countries, I marvel at the stately old buildings several hundred
years old. I think of American buildings - the buildings in
our own community. Some of those buildings which are
being destroyed are hardly one hundred years old. Why?
Are they built so poorly? Do we have no skills? Do those
buildings have no character, no history? Are we desperate
for more parking lots? What about preservation efforts?
We need to support those few who seem interested and who
work diligently to preserve. We must strive to do more.

Rattling Spurs
Bill Penn, Editor

150 Years Ago - February 1861
National - Texas voted for secession. A convention of

seceded states met in Montgomery, Alabama, to adopt a
Confederate constitution and inaugurate Jefferson Davis
president and Alexander Stephens vice-president. President-elect Lincoln arrived in Washington. (Long - Civil War Day
by Day, 30-41)

Kentucky - Peace Conference assembled in Washington,
with six Kentucky commissioners. The Kentucky legislature refused to consider a state convention that Unionists
feared would vote on secession. (Register KHS (35-3) 214.)
Harrison County - Representative Wm. C. Cleary
sponsored pro-Southern legislation when he proposed
resolutions and amendments that favored asking Lincoln to
withdraw Federal troops from the seceding states; that the
Federal government not take “compulsory action” against
seceding states; that the governor authorize a special vote
for a state convention in Frankfort to make recommendations concerning Kentucky’s “honor,” or in other words,
whether the state should secede. The resolutions failed to
pass, but Cleary was thereafter associated with the secessionist movement and thus a potentially disloyal citizen.
(House Journal, 1861, (Called Session) 209, 214, 216, 217-243. )

Northern Kentucky Regional History Day

Northern Kentucky Regional History Day is scheduled for
Saturday, March 19 with workshops, lectures and displays
related to local and regional history from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the NKU Student Union. $8 at door or $6 in advance.
- 7:30 a.m. – Set-up for presenters and display tables on
ﬁrst ﬂoor of Northern Ky. University Student Union
- 8:00 to 10:00 a.m. – Registration and display area open
on ﬁrst ﬂoor of Student Union
10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. – Opening presentation :
“German-Americans in the Civil War from Cincinnati &
Northern Kentucky”
- 11:15 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. – Workshop Session No. 1 on
the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the Student Union
- 12:15 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. – Workshop Session No. 2 on the
ﬁrst ﬂoor of the Student Union
- 1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. – Displays open. Philip Naff will
join me at a HCHS display table with historical society
publications for sale and membership information.
To learn more about History Day at NKU’s Highland
Heights campus, send your name, e-mail address and postal
address to watkinsan@nku.edu or visit this web site, the
source of this announcement:
http://www.nku.edu/~hisgeo/projects/historyday/index.php
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The
Genealogy
Box

A supplemental newsletter for
genealogy and family history
research in Harrison County,
Kentucky .
By Philip Naff.
(whatsin@thegenealogybox.com)
Issue No. 14

An Edgar State of Mind
What do you call someone from
Edgar County, Illinois? An
Edgaronian? Maybe an
Edgarsonian? An Edgarman?
How does Edgartian sound?
Whatever the case may be,
quite a few natives of Harrison
County, Kentucky had Edgar
County in mind when they
trekked across Indiana to settle
in a sparsely populated county
on Illinois’ eastern border with
Indiana in the decades before the
1850 U.S. Census was taken.
While it wasn’t unusual to find
Kentuckians among the earliest
settlers of the states which were
formed from the Old Northwest
Territory and the Louisiana
Purchase, it is unusual to be able
to identify their counties of birth
using only the U.S. Census, as
can be done with Edgar County
census records in 1850.
The instructions to the
census takers that year required

that the place of birth of each
individual be recorded, naming
just “the state, territory, or
country.” It is not known if
Edgar County’s census takers
simply misunderstood the
instructions, but both men went
a step further and recorded the
counties of birth as well.
The purpose of this article is
to take advantage of this
serendipitous turn of events to
reveal a little bit of Harrison
County, Kentucky history that
can be found in the records of
the state which came to be
known as the “Land of Lincoln.”
Edgar County was
established on January 3, 1823,
and named for an Irish-born
officer of the Royal Navy named
John Edgar who resigned rather
than fight against the Americans
in the Revolutionary War, and
who, in his time, was said to
have been one of the wealthiest
men in Illinois. By 1830 the
county had a population of only
4,072 residents, compared to
Harrison’s 13,234 (including
slaves) in that same year. In the
next twenty years Edgar
County’s population would swell
to 10,692 inhabitants, many of
them from Kentucky. The 1850
U.S. Census recorded nearly
50,000 Kentuckians in the
Prairie State that year, second
only to an even larger influx of
Ohio natives.
In a county where it seemed
that everyone was from
somewhere else, its two census
takers were no exception. Hance
Hamilton Russell (b. March 25,
1810 – d. March 21, 1892) was
born and raised in Blount
County, Tennessee, and “there
learned and followed the
business of a tailor until 1836,
when he removed to Edgar
County, Ill. During his early life
the chances for a school
education were few and far
4

between, but by experience,
energy and home study has
acquired a good business
education.” By 1850 he was
living with his wife and three
children in “District 19,” and
had laid down his tape measure
for a patch of land on which to
farm and raise his family. In
1880 he moved to Kingman
County, Kansas with his wife
and son, where he died in 1892.
Franklin County, Virginia
native George Washington Rives
(b. Dec. 8, 1815 – d. after June 1,
1880) arrived in Edgar County in
1839 and married that same year.
A brief biography, published in
1879, reports that he was
“engaged in farming and stockraising, also dealing and droving”
in Edgar County’s Stratton
Township “which business he
continued in until 1846, when he
was elected by the Whigs a
member of the Constitutional
Convention, held at Springfield,
in 1847; then, in 1849, was
elected member of the
Legislature, which was the first
under the Constitution of 1847,
and served two years; then was
elected County Clerk of Edgar
County.” In 1849 G.W. Rives
sought the aid of that most
famous of Kentucky-to-Illinois
transplants, Abraham Lincoln, in
getting an appointment as an
Indian agent in Minnesota, but
didn’t get the job. The duties of
a low-paid census taker may
have been a few steps below his
station, but as a politician G.W.
Rives may have realized the
value of getting just a little more
“face time” before his
constituents in 1850.
A Little Bit of Bluegrass on
the Prairie—Russell and Rives
documented 37 Harrison County
natives, out of a population of
10,692, and all are named below,
with their ages and occupations
(the census page and line
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number citations of each record
follow in parentheses). With the
exception of Reubin Wilson,
who was enumerated in the
“Grandview & Embarrass
Precincts” portion of the 1850
U.S. Census of Edgar County,
Illinois, all of the Harrison
County natives were located in
what was then referred to as
“District 19.” The 37 were:
Jemima Armstrong, 19,
apparent wife of Thomas E.
Armstrong, a farmer (p. 421
(211A), line 36);
Mary A. Bales, 19, no
occupation recorded (p. 254
(127B), line 11);
Phebe Bales, 18, no occupation
recorded (p. 286 (143B), line
18);
John Cumings, 43, farmer (p.
273 (137A), line 9);
William Cumings, 49, farmer
(p. 379 (190A), line 4);
Thomas L. Dawson, 34, farmer
(p. 323 (162A), line 12);
Anthony DeBruler, 40, laborer
(p. 299 (150A), line 36);
Noah Fightmaster, 31, farmer
(p. 253 (127A), line 32);
Susannah Fightmaster, 31,
app. wife of Noah
Fightmaster, a farmer (p.
253 (127A), line 33);
Ruth Frazier, 25, app. wife of
Milton Frazier, a farmer (p.
295 (148A), line 6);
Margaret Fuqua, 52, app. wife
of Obadiah W. Fuqua, a
physician (p. 229 (115A),
line 14);
Cynthia Gordon, 36, app. wife
of William Gordon, a miller
and carder (p. 401 (201A),
line 21);
Mary Manor, 46, app. wife of
Isaiah Manor, a farmer (p.
403 (202A), line 26);
William J. Manor, 21, farmer
(p. 272 (136B), line 40);

Nancy Martin, 32, app. wife of
Joshua M. Martin, a farmer
(p. 360 (180B), line 35);
Rebecca Matkin, 43, app. wife
of Joseph Matkin, a farmer
(p. 418 (209B), line 4);
Allen McClain, 26, mechanic
(p. 360 (180B), line 21);
Dudley McClain, 32,
cabinetmaker (p. 360 (180B),
line 11);
Lewis McClain, 28, farmer (p.
360 (180B), line 15);
Mary McClain, 55, no
occupation recorded (p. 402
(201B), line 35);
Sarah A. McClain, 21, app. wife
of Allen McClain, a
mechanic (p. 360 (180B),
line 22);

An illustration of John Cummins (18051891), a Harrison County native and one of
those recorded as such in the 1850 U.S.
Census of Edgar County, Illinois. (Portrait
and Biographical Album of Vermilion and
Edgar Counties, Illinois (1889))

Estridge Miller, 26, farmer (p.
350 (175B), line 29);
Mary Miller, 26, no occupation
recorded (p. 368 (184B), line
5);
Nicholas Miller, 35, farmer (p.
349 (175A), line 24);
Thomas Miller, 40, farmer (p.
349 (175A), line 28);
Thursay Morgan, 24, no
occupation recorded (p. 349
(175A), line 23);
Susannah Nebaker, 26, app.
wife of Washington
5

Nebaker, a saddler (p. 402
(201B), line 31);
John Price, 45, farmer (p. 299
(150A), line 26);
Mary Price, 45, app. wife of
John Price, a farmer (p. 299
(150A), line 27);
Samuel Price, 20, farmer (p.
298 (149B), line 35);
Louisa Ray, 30, no occupation
recorded (p. 303 (152A), line
24);
Betherre Riley, 37, app. wife of
Garrard W. Riley, a
Missionary Baptist
clergyman (p. 401 (201A),
line 35);
George Turner, 45, carder (p.
374 (187B), line 37);
Lucinda Turner, 43, app. wife
of George Turner, a carder
(p. 374 (187B), line 38);
Jane Tweedy, 22, app. wife of
James Tweedy, a farmer (p.
289 (145A), line 3);
Reubin Wilson, 50, farmer (p.
486 (243B), line 19);
Elizabeth Yarnal, 17, no
occupation recorded (p. 418
(209B), line 13).
At age 17, Elizabeth Yarnal
was the youngest, suggesting that
whatever “wave” of immigration
from Harrison County had
ended in the 1830s. The oldest
Harrison County native in Edgar
County in 1850 was Mary
McClain, who at 55, was just
about as old as one could have
been and be called a native of
Harrison County, which was
established in 1793.
If this many Harrison County
natives are to be found in just
one of Illinois’ 99 counties in
1850, one wonders how many
more there were. Even without
the details offered by the 1850
U.S. Census of Edgar County,
Illinois, many more can be found
using the abundant supply of
late-19th-century local and state
histories.
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County Histories—The
genealogist who finds himself
with ancestors and kin to
research in Edgar County and in
other Illinois counties is blessed
with a virtual library of 19th
century histories and maps to aid
him. The History of Edgar County,
Illinois (1879), Portrait and
Biographical Album of Vermilion and
Edgar Counties, Illinois (1889),
Historical Encyclopedia of Illinois and
History of Edgar County (1905) are
among several histories which
are packed full of biographical
sketches of Edgar County’s
earliest settlers. Their pages
provide narratives of the lives of
people like H.H. Russell and
G.W. Rives, as well as others
who were included in the list of
Harrison County natives found
in the 1850 U.S. Census of the
county. A search of the texts of
these books can help to reveal
even more about those for
whom we only have census
statistics. Many early settlers of
Edgar County who were
Harrison County natives who
were not documented by the
1850 census can be found in
their pages.
Google’s virtual library at
www.Books.Google.com is one
good resource for finding the
names of research subjects in
county histories. If you suspect
that your research subject lived
in a particular county, perform a
search for a history of that
county by entering “History of”
and then the name of the county
in the search box. Once a title is
found, click on the name of that
book and perform another
search, using all or part of the
name of your research subject.
The full texts of most books
published before 1923 are
available, with digitized images
of the actual pages from the
book, as well as text which you
may copy and paste to software

programs of your own choosing.
If you do the latter, be sure to
proof the text that Google offers
text against that of the original,
as the texts that Google offers
often contain OCR errors you
wouldn’t want to repeat in your
own documentation of a family
history.
Ancestry.com (subscription
required) also offers a nice
selection of county histories
online, which are also
individually searchable. Just go
to Ancestry, click on “Card
Catalog” under the “Search” tab
at the top of the home page. At
the “Ancestry Database Card
Catalog” search page, enter the
name of the county and state in
which you are interested in the
box which asks “What location
are you interested in?” If any
matches are found, just click on
any to begin your search for the
individual(s) you are researching.
Land Patent Records—
Many of the biographical
sketches of Illinois settlers will
mention the year in which they
settled and/or bought land in
the county they came to call
home. If you visit the U.S.
Department of Interior’s Bureau
of Land Management website
and go to their General Land
Office Records page
(www.glorecords.blm.gov) you
can confirm the information
provided in the county histories
or add to it by locating any land
patent(s) purchased by your
research subject. Supplemented
by deeds recorded at the county
courthouse in Illinois, these
patent records can help to build
a timeline of the earliest
settlement by those from
Harrison County who arrived in
Illinois in the 1820s, ‘30s, and
later.
Ancestry’s database entitled
“U.S. General Land Office
Records, 1796-1907” offers the
6

same information and images as
does the BLM site (To locate any
Ancestry’s database mentioned
in this article, use the “Card
Catalog” as described earlier).
County Atlases &
Landownership Maps—
Harrison County is blessed to
have been the subject of a
landownership map company’s
attentions in the 1870s, and so,
too, were many other counties in
the post-bellum era. There are
actually many more counties for
which whole atlases were
published, some of which are
richly illustrated with images of
homes, farms, and the people
who owned them.
Some of these atlases may be
found at DavidRumsey.com.
Full color images in a variety of
resolutions are offered, free of
charge, for most of the atlases
and maps at the site.
Ancestry has recently added a
great number of digitized images
of landownership maps and
atlases to its collection, “1,200
U.S. county land ownership
atlases from the Library of
Congress’ Geography and Maps
division, covering the years
1860-1918,” with the added
bonus of indexes for each of the
publications. If a person’s name
is attached to a patch of land,
their name has been indexed. In
addition, many of the
publications are illustrated with
pictures of the county’s residents
and homes and contain brief
county histories, which also may
include just the name you are
looking for. Just go to
Ancestry’s database entitled
“U.S., Indexed County Land
Ownership Maps, 1860-1918.”
One Man’s Story—Among
those counted in 1850 and who
had settled in Edgar County in
the early 1830s were two
Cummins brothers, William and
John. They were among nine of
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the thirteen children of Joseph
(1747-1834) and Lydia (Fleming)
Cummins (1774-1824) of
Antioch Mills who made the
journey to Illinois in 1830 (the
same year Abraham Lincoln left
Indiana with his father and
family).
Why did these nine leave
Kentucky? Family tradition is
not clear, but the opportunity
provided by the opening up of
new lands in Illinois and the
pathways to them, combined
with developments in the family
at home led to a mini-migration
which lasted over a decade, as
one sibling after another left for
Illinois or Indiana. In 1818, the
oldest, Margaret married and
began a family with a widower
who already had one. Joseph,
William, Mary, Robert and James
married by the time their mother
passed away in 1824. Before
their father’s death in 1834 John,
Josephus, and Sarah Jane
Cummins had added their names
to the list of nine who had
marriage certificates on file in
either Harrison or Pendleton
County’s court clerk’s offices.
The History of Edgar County,
Illinois (1879) provides a good
account of one journey made by
two of the Cummins brothers:
“In 1830, with wife and one
child and his brother, James
Cummins (who died in Edgar
Co. 1846), started for Illinois in a
wagon drawn by a span of
horses; they arrived and settled
in Eldridge Tp., Edgar Co. Mr.
Cummins, when he first came
here, was very poor, having a
team of horses and $5.12-1/2 in
money; the first four years, he
rented a farm; in 1834, he
purchased the first forty acres of
land which lies between the
present farm and Vermilion; he
built a log cabin in 1834, and
lived there until about 1850; with

the trials that none but the old
settlers have experienced.”
The General Land Office
records database mentioned
earlier has multiple entries for
several of the Cummins
brothers, four for William
Cummins beginning in 1828,
three for James Cummins in
1831, two for Robert Cummins
in 1832, one for Josephus
Cummins, and one for John
Cummins in 1834, confirming
the timeline presented in John’s
biography.
But the dry statistics do little
to describe the natural barriers
that were presented to Kentucky
farmers who first settled in
Kentucky. Carl Sandburg wrote
that the “Grand Prairie” of
Illinois “was a land and soil
different from Indiana or
Kentucky. There were long
levels, running without slopes up
or hollows down, straight to the
horizon; arches and domes of
sky covered it; the sky counted
for more, seemed to have
another language and way of
talk, farther silences, too, than
east and south where the new
settlers had come from. Grass
stood up six and eight feet; men
and horses and cattle were lost
to sight in it; so tough were the
grass-roots that the timber could
not get rootholds in it; the grass
seemed to be saying to the trees,
‘you shall not cross’; turf and sky
had a new way of saying, ‘we are
here--who are you?’ to the oxwagon gang hunting a new
home.”
With this description in mind,
it seems that the sketch of John
Cummins in 1889’s Portrait and
Biographical Album of Vermilion and
Edgar Counties, Illinois picks up
where his his 1879 biography left
off. There it was recorded that
John “took possession of this
[land] when it was in its wild and
primitive state, and by the
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exercise of unflagging industry
brought the soil to a good state
of cultivation, and added each
year in improvements something
to the value and beauty of his
property. His industry and
frugality were in due time amply
rewarded, and now, sitting under
his own vine and fig tree he
frequently reviews the events of
a life filled with many interesting
incidents.”
With this article it is hoped
that you, too, can share in John
Cummins’ experience, and the
experience of all those from
Harrison County who settled in
Illinois and who were a “little
like Lincoln.” And you don’t
have to go to Illinois to do it.
All you have to do is sit at home
with your computer as you
review the events of these
pioneers’ lives online. No “vine
and fig tree” required!

Map of Illinois showing where Edgar County is
located. Settlers from Harrison County were a
“little like Lincoln” in choosing a new home in
central Illinois in the 1830s. Lincoln’s family
first settled in Macon County in 1830. The
next year, Thomas Lincoln, Abraham’s father,
took his family to Coles County (the lower of
the two counties bordering Edgar on the west),
where Thomas died in 1851.
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Above: Detail from an 1876 map of Edgar County, Illinois, found at DavidRumsey.com. This segment shows portions of Paris and
Stratton Townships in the central and eastern portion of the county. If, after time, thoughts of their Kentucky homes faded from memory,
the places lived on in the names of the communities that were once very familiar to them. For those from Harrison County who settled
near Vermillion, as one family from Antioch Mills, Kentucky did, it could be said that Kentucky was always just down the road, and
Paris was never far away.
Below: An image of a land patent filed in the name of John Cummins. This particular document confirms the details found in
biographical sketches of John Cummins which were published in Edgar County histories in 1879 and 1889. Such documents exist for
many of those who were from Harrison County, Kentucky and who were among Edgar County’s earliest settlers in the 1820s and
1830s. The map above can be used to locate this parcel of land, which was just south of Vermillion.
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The image above documents the family of Harrison County, Kentucky native William Cumings [sic] as recorded by the 1850 U.S.
Census of Edgar County, Illinois. In that year census takers recorded 37 Harrison County natives in Edgar County.
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The Lincoln’s Journey to Illinois
What was it like to travel to
Illinois in the 1830s? The Lincoln
Reader (1942) includes the
following excerpt by Carl
Sandburg which describes the
preparations made by the
Lincolns in the months prior to
their departure. While specific
to the Lincolns’ experience,
similar scenes would have been
familiar to many from Kentucky
who settled in Illinois, including
those who left Harrison County
in the 1820s and ‘30s.
~
“The ox wagon they made
that winter was wood all
through, pegs, cleats, hickory
withes, and knots of bark,
holding it together, except the
wheel rims, which were of iron.
Bundles of bedclothes, skillets,
ovens, and a few pieces of
furniture were loaded, stuck,

filled in and tied onto the wagon;
early one morning the last of the
packing was done. It was
February 15, 1830; Abraham
Lincoln had been four days a
full-grown man, a citizen who
“had reached his majority”; he
could vote at elections from now
on; he was lawfully free from his
father's commands; he could
come and go now; he was
footloose.
“At Jone's store he had laid in
a little stock of pins, needles,
buttons, tinware, suspenders,
and knickknacks, to peddle on
the way to Illinois.
“And he had gone for a final
look at the winter dry grass, the
ruins of last year's wild vine and
dogwood over the grave of
Nancy Hanks. He and his father
were leaving their Indiana home
that day; almost naked they had

come, stayed fourteen years,
toiled, buried their dead, built a
church, toiled on; and now they
were leaving, almost naked.
Now, with the women and
children lifted on top of the
wagon-load, the men walked
alongside, curling and cracking
their whip-lashes over the horns
or into the hides of the halfbroken young steers.
“And so the seven-yoke team
of young steers, each with his
head in a massive collar of
hardwood, lashed and bawled at
with ‘Gee,’ ‘Haw,’ ‘G' lang’ and
‘Hi thar, you! Git up!’ hauled the
lumbering pioneer load from the
yellow and red clay of Spencer
County, in southern Indiana, to
the black loam of the prairie
lands in Macon County, Illinois.”

Abraham Lincoln in the Census—The census image above records the family of Thomas Lincoln, Abraham’s
father, in 1830, just months after their arrival in Macon County, Illinois. A twenty-one-year-old Abraham was
probably one of the “2” who were enumerated in the “of twenty and under thirty” column.
Lincoln’s family was marked with an arrow or some other notation in each of the decennial U.S. Censuses of
Kentucky, Indiana, or Illinois, probably by some archivist or researcher in the days before the records were
microfilmed. The notation in 1830 records that Thomas Lincoln was the “father of Abraham Lincoln” in the far
left column.
The image below shows Abraham Lincoln, wife, and son as they were recorded in the 1850 U.S. Census of
Sangamon County, Illinois. In twenty years he had become a successful lawyer and politician, already having served
one term in Congress and several in the state legislature.
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